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1«    If it is tv '<« pessi;,>l«t to narruw tho •twv«n th«  t«v«luping eountriea 
in which inhifstrisliastUn hai just btgun end the industrialised countries, this 

mo*na that the   :<;v«lopin¿ countrlce auft, to an vm greater extent than th« 

lft-'ustrlrlis»: euntri«!,   :iv© priority te nwreuits having o direct bearing on 
«Cwmutaie ¿rowth. 

2.    >«n if in th« acuitale plrnnlnj    lu« cttetiticn it jiven to th« anploytMiit 

objectivée, rt, i: economic   -rewth requiring extensive etructural chaînes inpllee 

tner« ¿inz riake of ui*etiplQy*ent.    For inatenca, th« now wide-apreed under- 

«tlojMt In afirieult«r« tenda to trmafora itself into viaibl« une&ployaient in 

th« process of d«velop»eftt.    ^employment ia already « aerloua probità in aoat 

developing ccuntriM.    Neither for social nor far political intona, con thoa« 

rMponrlll« for th« economie policy ignore th« riaka of growing unemployment, 

Th« problem« »riaing in this connexion mey, if apeeial race auras er« not tek«, 

become en obetacle to an effective policy of economic growth. 

J.    For these risona, ?n petita manpower policy oust bt a« indiap«naable a supplì 

ment to a policy of economic growth in th« á«v«lopinfi ecuntri«« aa in th« in- 

dustrie lii«d cowntri.a.    tji active manpower poUey Bay in feet be regarded a« m 

UmtmrnEKA for prometm£ economic growth, tine« th« poaaibiUty of recliting th« 

employment objective« in economic development end of edjttitiag manpower to the 

at rue t urei changes la one of the factor« d«t«rminine th« limit« of a eucceeeful 
policy of «eonomic growth. 

4«    .«a «ffacti»« manpower pcliey ia to n grmat extent a matter of creating am 

ad«pK« sfnpower tdmiiiletrition with conaiderahls freedom of «ction and pro- 

vided with th« instruments required to supplement the «conoide poUcy and to 

prevent or ad tig» te th« iisturbonc«s on th« labour market which inevitably aria« 
in th« course of economic development, 

5,    If the manpower policy ia to b« effective, it ia, according to Swedish ex- 

perlene««, a &m m m to have a widely ramified employment servies orgtnit«- 

Uon «• part of th« manpower edainietratitn.    t* adequate employment service ia 

of importance ©• w«ll for eoll«cting th« conerei« infoimation on th« manpower 

A.. 
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eituation which the central adminletnitian must h*ve to develop appropriate pro- 
grammes ns for the implementation of theo e programmes. 

o.    Uthough Masures t   creóte «ployant may be of primary Importance in the 

developing countries, ne#tures  iirectly aimed nt helping labour to adjust to 

existing jobs must not be neglected.    For this purpose an effective employment 

end vocational guidance service as well as efforts to promote occupational nobility 
by providing training facilities are of essential l^ortance. 

7.   The ala of an active manpower policy is not only to contribute to full employ- 

ment end ropid economic growth but aleo to economic balance in the labour merket. 

JA active manpower policy can, through adequate measures, contribute to reduce the 

problems of recruiting labour to jobs or regions where shortage of manpower tend* 

to raise wages to a level that threatens the economy.   This may be achieved through 

measures to increase geographical and occupHional mobility or through measures 

batter to utilité acaree resources by using leas akilled labour of which there ia 
no shortage, wherever possible, 

••   An active manpower policy can influence the relatione between the employe« 

and employees in different ways.   Cloaa co-operation between the Government and 

the employers» and employees' organiaationa must therefore be of great importance 

for an effective implementation of the manpower program».    In Sweden auch eoi- 

Imooretion ia ensured, i.e. within the manpower adminietretion by the proviaion 

that as wall the employers as the employees should be represented on its governing 
beard. 

/i 
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En«li h 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The need of on active manpower policy as on instrument fur promoting economic 

growth ond development did not receive special Pttrr.ti >n in internati mnl dis- 

cussions until the 1960's. It is significant that the International Labour 

Organisation (ILO) and the Organiaetion for Economic Co-operation ond Development 

(OSCD) in the sen» year (but es lata as 1964) presented pror,rant»s on rumpower 

policy: the ILO Convention No, 122 ond the hecorasendation with the same nuinber, 

and the OXD Council Recommendation of 21 May 1964 on manpower policy as a means 

for the promotion of economic growth. The international discussions on »onpower 

policy In the I960's were to a great extent influenced by the expertenees in 

Sweden, in which country the importance of an active and integrated manpower 

policy es an indispensable supplement to e policy of economic growth was recog- 

nised earlier and more clearly than in most other countries. 

2. It is often maintained that such a policy, which strongly erophasiies the 

«¡ployaient objectives, might be adequate in the industrialized countries but is 

not applicable to the situation in the developing countries. However» it may be 

argued if this is true. The following might be regarded as an attempt to show 

that a manpower policy of the Swedish type, if we keep to the broad outlines, is 

of no less importance to the developing countries. 

3. The employment objectives in economic development were in 1961 studied by 

a group of experts appointed by the governing body of the ILO.» 

(a) The experts found that in »any programmes for economic development 
rather little attention has been paid to the need for increasing 
employment, which has been looked upon an a by-product of general 
economic development, ht  letft part of the explanation is to be 
found in the fear lest strong emphasis on employment objectives 
should in one way or another hamper economic progress, e.g. rising 
production or diversification of the economy. On this important 
point the experts, while recognising the possibility of conflict, 
accepted as a basic premise that there are opportunities for 
exploiting more energetically the possibilities of a rautually re- 
inforcing increase of both employment ond the rate of economic growth 

y International Labour Review, S4(5), Nov. 1961, pp. 394-411. 

A.. 
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orti that, as n rule, the employment f m. re labour will increase t toi 
jutput. Thus, in effect, the experts accepted the notion thnt, if 
properly used, abundant labour may be regarded as on asset rather th n 
a« i liability, in the sonso that it presenta opportunities for 
inerocsod production which countries without abundant labour do not 
havo, 

(b) This notion is also the basis of an active manpower policy. It noons 
that the employment objectives must reçoive due attention when the 
general economic policy and the programaos of the agencies concerned 
are formulated. Rapid economic growth and full employment raist be 
regardod as equivalent and interrelated gonie, not least in the long« 
teim planning ,f the economy. 

4« It is in order to support and facilítete such an economic policy, and not 

least to «insure thct it does not cause disequilibrium on the labour market, that 

we ne#d an active labour market policy. For this purpose it is necessary to hove 

a central body which con devise and develop measures for the implementation of 

th« policy. The measures needed to solve the concrete employment problems often 

fora part of th« program» of tpecialized agencies - vocational training, re- 

habilitation measures, public works, etc. - and an effective manpower policy may 

therefore, to a great extent, depend on adequate eo-ordlnrtáon between already 

existing agencies. Thus, it may be said that an active manpower policy is largely 

a matter of creating a manpower administration with sufficient freedom of action 

and power to intervene in the activity of other agencies, to the extent that this 

©•y bo necessary, in order to realize the employment objectives. The Swedish 

manpower policy should not least be viswed against the background of the ad- 

ministrativ« apparatus created for the purpose. 

A.. 
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II.    INSTRUMENTS OF „N nCTIVE M„NFKEU 1ULÎCY 

5. The instruments of an activo manpower policy may bc broadly sutnrtarized 

under seven he "¡dirii*s : 

A, Infornati n on tho labour Market situation through vociti .¿nal 
guidance,  statistical surveys, forecasts, ote,} 

B, Measures t > pronotö geographical mobility; 

C»    Measures to prenote occupational nobility; 

D, Vocational rehabilitation of handicapped personrj 

E, Measures to incrensu employment opportunities; 

F, Me a sur ob to chuck tho demand for labour; 

G»    Regional development, i.e. measures to proaote industrial devolopiKWii 
in specified regions so as to create boloneo on the labour market, 

A. MmÉàm. 
6. First there is the question of labour market information, i.e.  of »riving 

and collecting information on the labour market situation.    That the manpower 

administration must be adequately informed of the situation on tht-  labour market, 

if they are to be sole to formulate and implement the programes efficiently, 

is obvious,    ,'jrid it is aa obvious that th© lock of such infornati on in thu de- 

veloping countries is a serious handicap to the manpower policy, 

7. However, it is equally important to emphasize the need for information in 

the other direction, i.e. from the labour market authorities to the- public,  to 

organizations and other authorities, on the manpower situation and the programes 

the Government is launching to meet different situations»    Because, no matter how 

fine a programme may be from the social and economic point of view, it is osoential 

for its implementation to have the support of those concerned, including local 

government authorities, organizations and other public authorities» 

Ö.    Particularly important must be to provide guidance for young pc pie, not at 

least in view of the situation in most developing countries with n great influx 

to the urban areas of young school-leavers looking for jobs.   To inform these 

people and help thorn in their choice of occupation and training, close co-optratiuii 

/• • • 
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between empi ¡yment  service,  v. c*ìti..r.fll   -ai -linee service's  nnd schools  is   cosentini. 

This   \.,K,S r. ,-t n^an that v cni n*l   -ui l'jrvt.  if-    f imp-;rt"nco _mly to y.mn    ; e fit. 

It nay Le just rs  imp.,rt-nt  t     -1ult;>,    Ir, 3wedu. **   have   fluivi that a finruy 

or^aniz^. i  airi inte.-rat v. í enpl yrunt   ir;d v citi  mi .i¿i lance service   i ¿5    f essential 

importance in thi-3 respect,   sine;  it   s eons t.-   be the   mly wpy in which we c*in 

ensure that every person will tc riven correct infermati .n ?nJ the assistance he 

may need in choosing an occupation or finding o Jot. 

B.   Geographical mobility 

9, Economic development inevitably r.eans industriel expansion in some areas and 

declining activity in other areas, loth in tlie short and in the long run.    Most 

important,  at least during the first stage  of economic development,  is the shift 

from rural to urban areas.    However, it cm by no neons "be taken for granted that 

redundant and unemployed labour in one arce will move to other areas where jobs 

may be available,  if special steps are not taken.    There are both economic and 

psychological factors which keep people from movine, e*«* if jots should be avail- 

able elsewhere.    Not only in rural but also in urban areas people er \ often get 

along, in spite of different forms of underemployment and open unemployment, 

relying on the household form of enterprise,  family ties, etc. 

10, In order to encourage unemployed and underemployed labour to aove - and not 

only actually unemployed and underemployed persons tut also those wtio, in view of 

the development tron" in the economy, can expect to belong to these categories in 

the near future - the Swedish manpower policy usos a variety of instruments and in- 

centives.    The idea behind these efforts is that it cannot be considered reasonable 

that the costs of the structural changes regarded as o condition for a rising 

standard of living for everybody should be borne exclusively by those who are 

directly affected, i.e. those who become unemployed or underemployed in the pro- 

cess.    This is the social reason for helping these persons, 

11, However, there are also purely economic  r« nsens.    If the uneeployed do not 

move to other places where jobs can be offered, it B»ftns that they consume resources 

without contributing to the creation of these resources.    According to Swedish 

A«. 
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experiences,  rather large resources can,  therefore,  for purely economic reasons 

be spent  on measures t.> facilitate and promote labour mobility. 

12. ( f curse,   it  is,  as in most  cases,  not only a matter of privici ins s„jme or 

other economic incentive t. make a pers. n vdlling t    m.vo but also largely a 

matter   ,f pr viding  infermati n.    The unemployed must be able tj get adequate 

informati ,n  .n employment  opportunities elsewhere,  ^n their personal chances 

and on the situation in their place of residence.    Very often a person may be 

inclined both to overestimate the prospects in his place of residence and, at the 

same tine, to underestimate the prospects in places t. which he could move, 

because he does not really know anything definite ab ut the situati n in any 

place.    Nt least for such reasons,  is an effective and integrated employment 

and vocational guidance service    f primary importance for the implementati >n 

of an active manpower policy. 

13. To what extent are special measures to encourage labour mobility necessary 

in the developing countries?    It might be  said that the problem in many  .£ 

these countries is rather the opposite, since the movement fr m rural t; urban 

areas has often increased at a much more rapid rate than urban employment 

opportunities.    However, we might just as well say that the problem - if a 

better balance on the labour market and a better utilization ^f labour resources 

are to be attained - is to encourage a return to agricultural work.    The "back- 

to-land" programmes in many developing countries may be regarded as an example 

of an active manpower policy, if they are not only meant to ease the social 

pressure in the urban areas but also to make this labour available for raising 

agricultural production.    The important thing is, of course, that geographical 

mobility results in labour being more effectively utilized than would otherwise i 

be the case, i.e. not in increased mobility in general.    In this respect the 

problems are in principle the aarne in the developing countries as in the 

industrialized countries. 

C.       Occupational mobility 

14*      The reasons why measures to promote occupational mobility are needed are 

largely the same as those given for the measures to encourage geographical 

mobility.    The problem in all countries, whatever stage of economic development 
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they may have re-che i, is the same: shortage of labour with the required ex- 

¡icricncc an! training, which creates bottle-necks in the economic growth process, 

at the same time as there is surplus labour which, for lack of or inadequate 

trainin.*, cmn:t be fully an.', economically utilized. 

15. To make it more possible to utilize available manpower and to combat the Í 

unemployment that the lock of adequate training continuously tends to create in Ï 

the curse of the economic development process, it seems necessary that the 

manpower authorities should be able to initiate training programmes and to in- 

fluence the training system. In Sweden we have, particularly during the 1960's, 

strongly emphasized the need of a training and retraining programme provided 

exclusively for labour market reasons, i.e. a programme to improve the employment 

prospects of the unemployed as well as to make it possible rapidly to satisfy the 

demand for labour in sectors where the shortage of certain types of labour tends 

to create serious problems and to slow down productivity. This programme is 

primarily concerned with adult training in rather short courses. Naturally, there 

must also be a regular vocational training system to provide training facilities 

for young people as well as much training on the job in private enterprises and 
public services. 

16. It is „bvious that the shortage of skilled labour at all levels is one of the 

must sori.us astados to economic growth in the developing countries. From the 

economic point of view this may be as serious a problem as the vast unused or under- 

utilized manpower resources. Much more could probably be done with rather simple 

measures. ,kt the same time, it seems very important that there should be close 

co-opurati n -otween the manpower authorities, including employment offices, and 

the authorities responsible for the vocational training system so as to ensure 

that the twining provided is adapted to actual needs. Otherwise, there is a risk        â 

that th. vocational training system, though it may be based on long-term demands ! 

as we se. them today, will not be sufficiently flexible to satisfy the changing 

ieman is in the process of economic development and that the result will be surplus 
in some sectors and shortage in other sectors. 

/••• 
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D»    Rehabilitation measures 

17. .s regards        vociti .nal rehabilitation, it should be en^urh tu observe thrt 

this is on important question also in the  'evolopin~ countries.    To a   :re-t extent 

the problems thrt hnve to bo solved rre the sane as those freina us where other 

unutilized or underutilized manpower resources rre concerned.,     aso the instruments 

used will, to a great extent, bo the sme.    It mcy be nienti .nel that r very Irr ;e 

share of the persons in the training courses initirted by the manpower ruth,rities 

in Sweden are, in some or other respect, handicapped. 

E«    Measures to increase employment opportunities 

18. The most important measure to combat the hi^h unemployment in the developing 

countries must be to create new employment opportunities.    Vie must not forget, 

however, that the economic development contains risks of growing unemployment,' 

i.e. because the wide-spread underemployment in agriculture tends to transform 

itself into visible unemployment in the process of development. 

19. One of the most important features of the Swedish manpower policy has from 

the very beginning been the strong emphasis on assistance in the form of work: 

the unemployed were as far as possible to be helped by employment on public works - 

if other jobs were not available - and not by cash assistance or similar benefits 

which do not make them contribute to production.    This means that we promoted eco- 

nomic growth and increased production by usine manpower resources which would 

otherwise have remained unutilized.    However, an important condition was that the 

investment projects should require little other resources than such labour as was 
readily available. 

20. From this follows that it is of gre;it importance to choose suitable projects. 

Since the primary objective is to provide employment, they should be labour- 

intensive projects which can be carried out with a minimum input of scarce re- 

sources.    The ILO group of experts already referred to also studied this problem 

with particular regard to the developing countries and found that: 

A.. 
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(o)    There are considerable possibilities of raisin,- employment, 
output and investment by   direct use cf labour with o minimum   'reft 
on scarce equipment, matériels onci skills,    ¿omo equipment and 
materials  are not scarce since they can themselves be produced by 
labour; some of the skills needed are already available or can 4 
easily acquired. "     L 

(b)    Particular interest attaches to irrijation and drainr.-e works, land 
improvement (e.C. terracin.r)  and the building of roads and stora-e 
facilities,  as all these can contribute to a quick increase in agri- 
cultural output and income.    Simple construction projects may also be 
undertaken to improve social services and amenities of the villa-e 
community    such as self help rural housing building of schools, rural 
health stations and so on. 

21. If such a policy is to be effective,  one of the most important tasks of the 

manpower administration must be to ensure that there is on adequate reserve of 

projects fulfillins the above requirements at such a planning staSe that they can 

be started at short notice whenever it is necessary for employment reasons.    This 

obviously presupposes close co-operation between the manpower administration and 

the various central and regional agencies an/, local authorities responsible for 
public investments. 

F*    Measures to check the demand for labour 

22. !ìhy do we have to check the demand for labour?    The reason is, of course, 

that overdemand for particular skills, i.e. in relation to supply, or in certain 

sectors or economic situations can create balance problems.    Uith regard to the 

developing countries it should be enough to point to one fact. 

23. It is obvious that the economic development in these countries is seriously 

hampered by the bottl^œcks caused by the shortage of skilled labour.    Therefore, 

it is of :reat importance that the manpower authorities should try to ensure that 

the skilled labour available is rationally utilized and to investigate where it is 

possible to replace skilled labour by labour with shorter training.    In this re- 

spect this point is closely linked up with the measures to encourage occupational 
mobility. 

/... 
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G.    Re/donal development 

24, Much discussion and research in Sweden and in many other countries -s well 

as in international organizations is at present devoted to the problem of 

regional development.    This is a vast subject and rauch of it may be of loss 

importance in the present context.    However, there is one point which does not 

always receive sufficient attention and which might therefore be mentioned here, 

25. ù number of investments may become obsolete in the lon~ run, but this does 

not mean that they cannot be profitable on a short view.    To determine the 

profitability of an investment, it is necessary to take into account within whet 

time it can be written off and how the resources available mi^ht otherwise have 

been utilized during that period.    Such calculations may show that many invest- 

ments - in order to create new job opportunities - can be mede also in peripheral 

orees and contribute to a better balance on the labour market and a hijher 

standard of living, even if there is reason to expect that development will result 

in a much greater concentration of population and industry than at present. 

/•*• 
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III.    CiKCLUUON: 

26, If it is t    be possible to rvrrjw the  ;«p between the developing countries 

in which in'ustrirliz-ti n has just : e un and the industrialized countries, this 

me^ns that the   levclcpin- countries must,  to an evim   :rerter extent than the 

in lustrirlize! countries, rive ori rity t    mesures h^vin : a direct bearing on 

eccn mie    rowth. 

27, I>en if in the cc momic plonnin -   !uo attention is  ^ivon to the employment 

.  jectivos, rapii ccm.mie   ;rcwth requirin : extensive structurel changes implies 

increasing risks of unemployment.    F.jr instance, the now wide-spread under- 

employment ir. a,* ri culture tends to transf oro itself into visible unemployment 

in the process of development.    Unemployment is • lready a serious problem in 

most devaopinr countries.    Neither for social nor for political reasons, cm 

those responsible for the economic policy i nore the risks of ¿jrowin^ unemployment, 

The problems arisin; in this connexion may, if special measures are not taken, 

beeooe m obstacle to ; n effective policy of economic  growth, 

28, For these reasons, an active manpower pulley must be as indispensable a 

supplement to a policy of economic growth in the developing countries as in the 

industrialized countries,    ,>n active manpower policy may, in fact, be regarded 

as an instrument for promoting economic growth, since the possibility of realising 

the employment objectives in economic cievelupi.ient and of adJustine manpower to 

th« structural chanies is one of the factors detenainin ; the limits of a success- 

ful policy of economic growth. 

29, ..n effective manpower policy is, to a threat extent, a matter of creating an 

adequate manpower administration with considerable freedom of action and provided 

with the instruments required to supplement the economic policy and to prevent 

or mitigete the disturbances on the labour market which inevitably arise in the 

course of economic development, 

30»    If the manpower policy is to be effective, it is, according to Swedish 

experiences, a sine ojo nojj to have a widely ramified employment service organisa- 

tion as part of the manpower administration.    ,ji adequate employment service is 

A.. 
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of importance as well for collecting the concrete information on the manpower 

situation which the central administration must have to develop appropriate 

programmes as for the implementation of these pro3rammes. 

31. although measures to create employment may be of primary importance in the 

developing countries, measures directly aimed at helping lrbour to adjust to 

existing jobs must not be neglected.    For this purpose an effective employment 

and vocational guidance service as well as efforts to promote occupational 

mobility by providing training facilities ore of essential importance. 

32. The aim of an active manpower policy is not only to contribute to full 

employment and rapid economic growth but also to economic balance in the labour 

market,    ,ji active manpower policy c^n, through adequate measures, contribute to 

reduce the problem of recruiting labour to jobs or regions where shortage of man- 

power tends to raise wages to a level that threatens the economy.    This may be 

achieved through measures to increase geographical and occupational mobility or 

through measures better to utilize scarce resources by using less skilled labour 

of which there is no shortage, wherever possible. 

33. «n active manpower policy can influence the relations between the employers 

and employees in different ways.    Close co-operation between the Government and 

the employers» and employees» organizations must therefore be of great importance 

for an effective implementation of the manpower programmes.    In Sweden such 

collaboration is ensured, i.e. within the manpower administration by the provision 

that the employers as well as the employees should be represented on its govern- 
ing board. 
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